Satirical songster

DAVE LIPPMAN

and his evil twin

WILD BILL BAILOUT

This duo will afflict the complacent, take the air out of windbags, and update worn-out songs with parody and thrust. Dave’s songs include All We Are Saying is End Corporate Crime, I Hate Wal-Mart, Alberta Tarbillies, Ghostwriters of the Law. On the other hand, Wild Bill Bailout, the Bard of the Bankers, sings anti-folk songs and pro-financial collapse anthems, such as Brother Can You Spare a Diamond, Sgt. Pepper Spray, Geithner Fit the Battle at Goldman Sachs.

FRIDAY
APRIL 19 2013
7:30 PM

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
9 Ross Valley Dr (at 4th Street)
SAN RAFAEL

INFO: 415/924-3227,
mitfamericas.org,
davelippman.com

Endorsed by
Marin Peace & Justice Coalition;
14 Friends of Palestine, Marin;
Gaza’s Ark

This event is a benefit for the continuing human rights projects of The Task Force on the Americas

$15-30 per person sliding scale
(No reserved seating)